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Consolidated feedback from organisations/individuals involved in previous Afghanistan Donor Conferences (see appendix). 

Question Responses 

1.  What 
consultation/coordination 
processes were established or 
utilised for organising civil 
society ahead of the donor 
conference?  What was the 
nature of their interaction and 
what roles were taken by certain 
groups or organisations including 
the Afghan civil 
society/NGOs/INGOs/UN/Afghan 
and international governments? 

ACBAR: Several meetings were arranged /coordinated and held with CSOs namely CSHRN, ACSF, AWN, and ANCB as sub working 
groups, meeting for comments on TMAF. Each CSO network was assigned to do their part separately for each specific theme. Later on, 
the parts were shared with regional cluster working group including OCHA, UNAMA, UNDP and other as relevant.  ACBAR is part of the 
civil society joint working group, recognized by MoF, UNAMA and international community. The CS-JWG is involved and focusing on 
government and international community commitment regarding TMAF progress and output. In addition the CS-JWG was appointed to 
work on TMAF 5 thematic areas including aid effectiveness, in order to provide the Afghan CS position paper for the Senior Officials 
Meeting (SOM) and select two CS representatives for participation in SOM gathering.  Then they worked on post SOM, output of SOM 
report, and included their feedback and recommendations.  Recently the CS-JWG again divided in five committees including aid 
effectiveness committee according to TMAF thematic areas required - first each committee prepared its position paper individually, 
then the entire CS-JWG reviewed and analyzed all the prepared documents and of the joint report by the GoA and the International 
Community on the hard deliverables (HDs) and priorities Going Forward (PGF). 

UNAMA: A group of civil society networks coordinated and prepared for the 2006 London conference; 2011 Bonn conference; and 2012 
Tokyo conference and selected representatives to present their messages in each of these conferences.  BAAG supported preparations 
for the London conference; the German Foundation supported preparations for the Bonn conference; and USAID/Counterpart 
International and UNAMA supported the process for the Tokyo Conference.   

 JVC: In Japan, The Japan Steering Committee* was established by 12 Japanese CSOs at the beginning, joined later by 6 more.  The 
Committee was formally established in May 2012, two months before the Conference but with long-time preparation by main actors 
among its members.  The Committee selected one representative, three co-organizers and one secretary among its member 
organizations.  The Committee met once a week and communicated daily in the Mailing List set up for the Conference.  The Committee 
was engaged in various activities including, but not limited to, the invitation of the CSOs in Afghanistan, preparation and hosting of the 
civil society’s hosted events, calling for nonpartisan study meetings about the Conference among Diet (Japanese government) 
members, liaison with different actors such as governments, UN, media and the public, and making of proposals to be submitted to the 
Tokyo Conference and the Minister of Foreign Affairs.   

*The Japan Steering Committee consists of the following organizations; ADRA Japan, Amnesty International Japan, Association for Aid 
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and Relief (AAR), Care International Japan, Civil Sophia, CSO Network Japan , Japan Emergency Network (JEN), Japan Platform, Japan 
Volunteer Centre (JVC), Karez Health and Educational Services, Nippon International Cooperation for Community Development (NICCO), 
Oxfam Japan, Peace Winds Japan (PWJ), Save the Children Japan, and Shanti Volunteer Association (SVA) , (joined after 18 June 2012) 
Church World Service-Asia/Pacific, Human Rights Now, Human Rights Watch.   

VENRO*: This official CSO coordination process (named “Afghanistan Activities”) was initiated by the German government and 
organised together with some German political foundations (Heinrich Boell Stiftung/HBS, Friedrich Ebert Stiftung/FES, Konrad Adenauer 
Stiftung/KAS), in coordination with Afghan CSO partners (AIHRC, ANCN, AWN and others). Its aim was to select for the Bonn programme 
(the official conference, separate CSO forum and side events) an Afghan CSO delegation with the greatest possible degree of legitimacy 
and representation, consisting of civil society representatives from all parts of Afghanistan, from traditional and formal civil society, 
including ideally 50% women. There was a steering group of networks lead by AIHRC and the German foundations, meeting periodically 
in Kabul. More info: http://www.afghanistan-forum.org/?page_id=60 
According to our knowledge there were two coordination meetings of networks and groups in Kabul. The regional process before had 
been skipped due to time constraints and organisational reasons – instead, the organisers tried to reach out to province, district and 
community levels via Afghan CSO networks like SWABAC and others. The delegation was elected and most people said it was a success, 
but some criticism re. ethnic balance and too many representatives from Kabul.  

ACSFo: We usually use the already established mechanisms such as CS Joint Advocacy Committee(CS-JAC), CS Joint Working Group (CS-
JWG), Afghan Civil Society for Action Group (ACSAG), etc.  ACSFo engages its members and partners in these consultations by arranging 
surveys, focus groups, and analytical report by intellectuals to gather information.  The mechanisms usually start at the district level 
expanding to provinces, regional and a final conference or gathering at the capital level.  These discussions are generally based on the 
sectors and topics relating to the conference agenda.   

Heinrich-Boll: (See Afghanistan CS Forum document embedded below for coordination roles and organisations.) 
AIHRC took role of coordination and fund management in Afghanistan – the latter being critical and a tough job.  Fahim Hakim was an 
excellent moderator with his knowledge of the diverse CS organisations/individuals.  He and German foundations/networks participated 
in regular Organiser meetings to address progress/challenges.  Was agreed by them that he would attend the CS forum and Bonn 
Conference  

2.  What was successful about 
that above coordination?  What 
was unsuccessful? 

ACBAR: No comment on that.  Civil Society presented its observations and recommendations on all the thematic areas by developing 
the Afghan CS position paper for Joint Coordination Monitoring Board JCMB on 29th January 2014, two representative of CS-JWG were 
selected to participate in JCMB and present the Afghan CS’s position paper.   

UNAMA: What was successful is that after the 2012 Tokyo Conference, a new coalition of umbrella civil society  organizations came 
together to assume the responsibilities of monitoring the implementation of the Tokyo Mutual Accountability Framework (TMAF), an 
outcome of the conference, under which donors pledged to support Afghanistan’s development with the Government agreeing to 
undertake related commitments.  What was unsuccessful is the absence of close follow-up after the earlier conferences.  The major 
challenge for civil society in making conference follow-ups remains lack of access to funding and internal division at the beginning. 

JVC: Generally speaking, coordination went quite smoothly among various actors.  It was sometimes difficult to have communications 

http://www.afghanistan-forum.org/?page_id=60
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in a timely manner between the Japanese CSO side and its counterpart in Afghanistan because of its physical distance.   

VENRO:  The process was flawed by logistics and political problems (AIHRC’s participation was seriously hampered by the Afghan 
government). The civil society forum in Bonn was poorly attended, German media coverage was low. Same with some of the 
(numerous, not all well coordinated) CSO side events in Bonn on the eve of the conference. The CS contributions during the one day civil 
society event (with two foreign ministers from Afghanistan and Germany) were not well coordinated by the delegation itself - many had 
a very technical character and we felt that their role had not been clear to every members of delegation.  Participation and speeches of 
the CSO delegation (2 speakers) in the high level conference in Bonn was a success in itself. Same with women’s participation (16 of 34 
members of the CSO delegation were women). Although it was not originally planned, all other members of the CSO delegation (beyond 
the two who gave speeches) became audience members in the conference itself.  Members of the VENRO Afghan journalists group got 
accreditation. Afghans who we met in Kabul and later in Bonn were proud of the high level of engagement (Bonn conference, Contact 
Group meetings) and visibility of Afghan CSO representatives. 
However, among some German NGOs there was significant criticism of the official consultation process, referring to it as a “fig leaf” for 
inclusion of Afghan voices (which is indeed true for the official CSO forum in Bonn, but definitely not for the high-level conference). 
VENRO managed to convince the German Representative for Afghanistan at that time to invite the two Afghan civil society 
representatives to the meetings of the International Contact Group, which was chaired by Germany. 
As for VENRO’s own efforts* the networking meeting in Berlin provided good updates on all existing/planned NGO/CSO initiatives and 
facilitated agreements on common goals/issues/provisional timeline. The meeting also laid the foundation for our further outreach 
activities towards (international and Afghan) NGO/CSOs and for all following international NGO/CSO joint work mainly on European 
level around Bonn.  
The joint paper press conference was a direct result of the network meeting. More generally, colleagues felt that meeting face-to-face 
was very helpful for further cooperation; the lessons learnt session (regarding NGO engagement in previous donor conferences) helped. 
On the negative side, the meeting was probably too late in order to agree on a joint strategy or at least to avoid parallel processes and 
competing activities (e.g. several CSO lobby trips and papers that were only partly if at all coordinated).  

ACSFO: Coordination by itself is a difficult task/process.  However, the success starts when you establish a quality coalition/group for 
steering the process and ensuring it is inclusive.  A result based exercise or approach is often more successful.  The unsuccessful part has 
been keeping away the pro-government actors, resource mobilization, professional reporting, etc. 

Heinrich-Boll: Unsuccessful – It became clear that some CSOs were politically aligned and throwing their weight around. Fahim managed 
this as best he could – some individuals with Palace connections questioned why he was accompanying the 34 delegates, and Fahim 
stepped down from that as a result.  These political links are less likely in CSOs today – some in Germany also made a bigger deal of this 
issue than was necessary.   
It was difficult to manage the messaging of CSOs at the Forum too – some went off message, talking about their organisation’s needs 
instead of the agreed recommendations, despite training and rehearsals beforehand.  Again, thinks that Afghan CS has matured since 
then and this is less likely to be a problem now.  
Timing was poor – only allowed August-December for all the consultations/meetings/planning, which meant meaningful 
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provincial/regional consultation wasn’t possible. 
Successful – having an experienced local (Fahim Hakim) as moderator was critical and isn’t a role for an international.  The international 
organisations successfully stepped back when needed, heedful that this needed to be an Afghan-led process. 

3.  What was the agreed 
approach by the contributing 
organisations, in terms of the 
outputs (joint statements, policy 
and briefing papers etc) and the 
timelines for these? 

ACBAR: CS-Sub WG member organizations were appointed and prepared position papers concerning the TMAF thematic areas: 1. 
Representational Democracy and Equitable Elections, 2. Governance, Rule of Law and Human Rights, 3. Integrity of Public Finance and 
Commercial Banking, 4. Government Revenues, Budget Execution, and Sub-National Governance, 5. Inclusive and Sustained Growth and 
Development, 6. International Community Area of Oversight: Aid Effectiveness. 

UNAMA: Civil society’s main approach in participating in international conferences has been through preparation of joint position 
papers, joint press conferences and selection of members of the group to represent them in the conferences and major conference 
follow-up events.  They do have a rotating secretariat for facilitating these engagements. 

JVC: We made coordination efforts to have united strong voices.  We tried to make the minimum common stance among members, 
whose opinions and ideas vary. This did not exclude a possibility of a member organization to make a statement of its own. Eventually, 
joint statements were submitted before the Conference both by the Japanese and Afghanistan CSOs as well as joint press releases. 

VENRO: We agreed to have an international position paper some time ahead of the conference, and leave public attention during the 
conference to the Afghan delegates. The participants of the Journalist Workshop made a joint statement towards media in Afghanistan 
(annexed) briefly after ending the workshop. The impact can hardly be judged. It was more networking and giving them contacts. 
VENRO had difficulties regarding follow up on the issues of Afghan media. 

ACSFO: We have usually exercised a joint approach and the contribution of partners and members has been based on the capacity of 
the respective orgs or individuals.  We usually draft a time line and then deadlines for deliverables.   

Heinrich-Boll: (see embedded document again for the agreed approach/outputs).  The structure of the process – regional/national 
consultations, agreeing recommendations, a CS Forum, participation in the Bonn Conference – was widely welcomed in Afghanistan.  
This had been the intention of the German government – their support and participation was critical to the success. 

4.  What was the outcome of 
that approach?  What impact did 
it have on the donor 
conference? 

ACBAR: No response. 

UNAMA: Civil society have now been incorporated into key TMAF working groups and accorded space in most key Government/Donor 
Tokyo conference follow-up meetings.  They were represented in the 3rd July 2013 Senior Official Meeting and in the last three Joint 
Coordination and Monitoring Board (JCMB) meetings. 

JVC:  Civil society was made visible.  Representatives could participate in the conference and made their voices heard.  They could also 
have a series of meetings with various country/UN representatives, including UN Secretary General and US Secretary of State. Civil 
society-hosted events attracted 350 participants.  But this does not mean that CSOs opinions are properly reflected in the Tokyo 
Conference.  The points welcomed as well as disappointed by CSOs were expressed in the joint press conference after the Conference.   

VENRO: The impact on the donor conference itself was limited. One impact was the strong press reporting in Afghan media (the 
Pajhwok coordinator was part of the journalist workshop).  It was a strong political signal to have two representatives of Afghan CS 
speaking in the official conference. It’s hard to assess if their positions (they published a statement before the conference) had direct 
impact on the wording of the official declaration. 
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On VENRO-specific coordination: Outcome - In delivering (more or less) consistent joint messages, German, European and international 
NGOs highlighted their active involvement in the political process; VENRO demonstrated in particular to the German government that 
their positions were shared by a broad international alliance. 
Probably no direct impact on high-level conference (possibly some on the official CSO forum); probably some impact on German (and 
Afghan) media. 

ACSFO: Usually an advocacy paper, however, there have been statements, policy papers, etc. as per the requirement of the related 
conference.  It has been very effective in the policy advocacy side as well as policy influences.  

Heinrich-Boll: Outputs were the recommendations and the CS Forum.  Doesn’t remember there being much trouble agreeing the 
recommendations.  More difficult was the distillation of these into 2x c.3 minute speeches delivered by 2 delegates in the Bonn 
Conference – people were working on those the night before.  Impact of the CS Forum and Bonn Conference speeches was that the role 
of CS was highlighted.  Also the Tokyo conference preparations were smoother as a result and there was greater emphasis placed in the 
Tokyo agenda on women’s rights and the role of CS.  

5.  How was the national and 
international media organised to 
promote these civil society 
activities/messages?  How 
successful was that? 

ACBAR: Numerous press conferences / round tables were held during the period June – Nov 2013 in collaboration with CSO networks, 
members and activists, reflecting the voice of civil society and highlighting the responsibilities of citizens to voice their rights.  ACBAR 
monthly newsletter has been used to reflect CSOs/NGOs activities both at national and international level.  The newsletter circulates to 
NGOs/CSOs, INGOs, Donors, Stakeholders, Embassies and gets uploaded to several global humanitarian websites. 

UNAMA: In addition to some members of the media being part of the civil society group, some media houses publish civil society’s 
views on key issues discussed in some of the post-conference follow-up events.    

JVC: We made a press pack of documents for the media, the public and other actors for reference to CSOs statements, which was 
distributed before and at the CSO hosted conference.  It was successful in attracting a large number of the media personnel.   

VENRO:  As mentioned above, success included press conference for VENRO/ENNA position paper, accreditation of our journalists to 
the official conference, facilitating articles to German newspapers by German journalists participating in the workshop. There was an 
official journalist delegation from Afghanistan facilitated and supported by German Foreign Office. They and “our” journalist had a 
working lunch.  
Overall, media coverage of CSO activities (official forum and NGO events) in Bonn was quite small; German media interest was almost 
exclusively focused on troop withdrawal – some exceptions including reports directly resulting from the VENRO journalists workshop 
and interviews with Afghan journalists who participated in the high-level conference. 

ACSFO:  Largely by the special CS-Media groups.   Medium to high success levels.  

Heinrich-Boll: Konrad Adenauer Foundation was responsible for organising the German activities (the CS Forum and the participation in 
the Bonn conference) – this included the media management.  Better speak to them. They developed a dedicated CS Forum website 
which was a large part of media relations.  AIHRC also dedicated pages to meeting minutes/plans etc for Afghan partners and media.  

6.  What post-conference follow 
up was agreed with key 
stakeholders and how 

ACBAR: Donors workshop held in December 2013 by ACBAR aimed at understanding the strategies of donors for the year or years 
coming. Each Country/Donor agency has its own strategy to help Afghanistan and it is importance that these strategies are explained 
and discussed with NGOs, in order for them to understand how they will be implemented. Whilst very general, the meeting highlighted 

http://www.afghanistan-forum.org/?page_id=60
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successfully was that managed? 
 
 
 

some interesting points and went some way to setting the ground work/trust for future meetings of this kind. Based on Donors / 
Stakeholders interest following workshop done in December 2013, the next Donors workshop is planned for June 2014 with a focus on 
Aid effectiveness/ Monitoring. 

UNAMA: Major post-conference follow-ups have been undertaken by civil society only after the Tokyo conference as indicated in 4 
above. There were no significant civil society follow-ups on previous conferences. 

JVC: We agreed to keep communications for information-sharing and for joint actions for upcoming events such as SOM in Kabul but are 
having difficulty in doing so as each of us is tied up with other work.   

VENRO: Regarding follow-up of the Berlin meeting, there was lack of clarity between Crisis Action and VENRO regarding roles and 
responsibilities, particularly regarding general coordination/communication and production of the lobby paper. Only a few of the 
organisations represented in Berlin stayed actively engaged in the process towards Bonn; the ‘freedcamp’ online platform established 
by VENRO after the network meeting in order to help continuing discussions, planning/coordinating activities and exchanging further 
information was only sporadically used. 
The follow up was very limited due to limited capacities in VENRO (and Crisis Action). The main follow up was in Afghanistan. In 
Germany we followed some issues of the conference and process with German Foreign Office, designing the recent strategy for German 
Development Cooperation (issues March 2014) etc. The process of networks in Afghanistan has according to my knowledge been 
maintained and broadened, but I would say it was because of successful management from here. 

ACSFO: Usually as different follow up committee are being tasked for follow up. We usually use the exercise of making an organization 
lead one sector based activity as a follow up. 

Heinrich-Boll: German Foreign Office offered funding for follow up, but this wasn’t taken up since the timings and objectives 
(establishing MOUs, aiming to provide a single voice for Afghan CS) were unrealistic.  But Germany has been included as observers in 
the SOM and other follow up meetings since then.  

7.  Was there either a 
formal/external or 
informal/internal evaluation of 
the process?   

ACBAR:  No response. 

UNAMA: No formal evaluation of civil society participation in international conferences on Afghanistan’s development was done. The 
Government and the International Community reviewed progress of TMAF Implementation, which include reflections on the role of civil 
society. 

JVC: Internally only. This is in Japanese.   

VENRO: There was no external evaluation. We just did an internal evaluation of our activities as VENRO Working Group and we wrote a 
report. The report was related to a special funding from Foreign Office to a VENRO project called “Promotion of participation of Afghani 
Civil Society in future peace process” 

ACSFO: Internal yes, through M&E mechanisms.  No external one so far.  

Heinrich-Boll: Not asked  

8.  What would you suggest to 
do in order to make civil 
society’s input more influential? 

ACBAR: Donors should provide direct financial support for these CSO representatives to make their own meetings and 
recommendations. Space for civil society and regional representatives to meet before and after JCMB meetings, to feed into ongoing 
work between meetings and to be genuinely involved, even when not at the table, will be essential to ensuring their continued 
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engagement and support for the New Deal process. It will also ensure better adherence to the principles and spirit of the New Deal, 
encouraging consensus around planning and implementation and ensuring that the compact is genuinely nationally owned without UN 
or GoA agendas.   
Humanitarian aid is currently off budget. But as the New Deal progresses, it is highly likely that consultations with donors and the 
government will also tend to get humanitarian aid under government control. Clearly, this move further adds pressure on the CSOs to 
align themselves with the government.  

UNAMA: UNAMA is providing support and advice to civil society in the following areas: 
 For Civil Society to accelerate the process of formulating the Memorandum of Understanding being drawn among themselves to 

guide their collective engagement in international conferences and post-conference follow-ups on Afghanistan’s development. 
 Civil society to maintain regular coordination meetings as part of their conference follow-ups responsibilities. 
 Civil society to maintain regular contact with the Civil Society Support Group, a forum of organisations that support civil society. 

JVC: To have a strong motivation to work jointly as network of as many organizations as possible.  Start preparation as early as possible.   

VENRO: The preparation process before is critical: to improve coordination inside delegation (issues to be covered, contact list); to 
achieve a statement before conference and make use of Afghan and international channels to impact on official statement; to work  
effectively with media contacts. You need more than 6 months (as we had) to bring national, international and Afghan partners 
together in order to agree on common goals and activities. Energy within the alliance needs to be sustained, strong leadership (agency, 
person) and sufficient capacities are required in order to maintain momentum. 
We were disappointed by a lacking dynamic during the civil society event before the official conference (mainly window dressing), but it 
was part of the official overall programme and strongly supported by Foreign Office and Political Foundations.   
Regarding options for NGO/CSO engagement into the official programme, I strongly believe that participation of a legitimate and 
competent Afghan delegation in the high-level conference is key. Official CSO forums that are dominated by donors and Afghan 
government (like that in Bonn) are irrelevant. If the alliance is strong enough, it would be worth to envisage an independent forum, that 
is primarily owned by civil society/NGOs and may also be supported by the UK government (as host), UN etc. – see lessons learnt from 
similar events in The Hague (2009) and London (2010), as described in the Berlin meeting notes (attached below). 

ACSFO: Strengthening the coordination and enhancing leadership within the civil society actors involved. 

Heinrich-Boll: Early and continued lobbying of UK government is critical to ensure they prioritise CS participation and fund it.  Germany 
didn’t give much funding but their appetite for CS participation was excellent and they lobbied GoA to overcome their initial resistance 
to it.   
As said already, finding a strong independent local facilitator/moderator is very important.  As is finding an appropriate independent 
and capable mechanism through which to channel funds.  

9.  Any other comments? UNAMA: With the positive experience in the involvement of civil society on the TMAF, private sector is now being engaged on the same 
as well.  Both were represented in the January 29 Special JCMB Meeting. 

JVC: Better to invite other colleagues and friends of Japanese CSO network for lessons learnt (not had time to do this)   
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ACSFO: ACSFo has used an inclusive strategy to involve all the sectors rather than just the CSOs for an effective and efficient result. 

 

*VENRO’s own approach to Bonn Conference: We organized a networking meeting of international NGOS (with 3 participants from Afghanistan) in Berlin half a year before 

the conference to coordinate the preparation and gather experience. We drafted an international position paper together with ENNA, and presented it at a press 

conference. We did two additional events around the Bonn conference: an Afghan-German Journalist workshop, and a discussion event with Afghan youth about their 

views. We supported the Afghan journalists and partners of German NGOs during the Bonn conference, connected them to media etc. Although VENRO decided not to be 

part of the official CSO engagement process in order to protect our independence, we promoted the official process behind the scenes via our Afghan CSO/NGO partners in 

order to improve its quality (representivity/legitimacy). This was carried out through VENRO member organisations (via their Afghan partners) and a small project that was 

partly funded by the German Foreign Office. 

 

From Final Minutes - NGO Network Meeting Afghanistan - Berlin 27/28 June ’11: 

Lessons learnt from previous conferences: 

Floortje Klijn (Oxfam Novib) – The Hague (March 2009) 

The international high-level conference in itself was aimed at developing a strategy to organize regional actors. A civil society side-event was organized at short notice (less 

than one month) by a think tank (Clingendael Institute). It took place one day before the official conference and included broad participations by AFG CSOs, analysts and 

internationals, as well as the media. Before there were consultation processes with AFG politicians.  Live coverage of the whole conference in Kabul (via internet?) active 

media work including a strong stunt (kite flying) ensured good coverage by Dutch and international media.     

Strengths: good media coverage, lots of interviews with AFG representatives, impact on public. 

Weaknesses: Did not influence international main conference and subsequent political process, lack of follow-ups, lack of coverage of the conference in AFG.  

 

Abdul Basir (BAAG) – London (January 2010) 

9 people represented cross section of Afghan civil society as “alternative voice”. Lessons learnt not to talk of representatives of ‘the’ Afghan Civil Society, but ‘activists’. AFG 

diaspora organisations in Britain and 10 different embassies also present.  Started with video testimonials of AFG people on the street followed by 2 panel discussions 

(security and development). Livestream (360 people from Afghanistan watched) some online questions send in. Key was having a media platform. At the end there was a 

panel with 3 British Ministers and a UNAMA representative. Two representatives elected beforehand in Kabul and accepted after constant lobby work had a space for 

statement at the official conference. 
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Strengths: Long term impacts: highlighted civil society engagement. Good media coverage from international media and local media (especially TV). There was a 

conference report which was widely distributed. Video testimonials were very effective. Very good attendance (waiting list) including high ranking diplomats.  NGOs 

from many different countries and Afghan diaspora organizations, independent Afghans came to participate. 

Weaknesses: One day not enough. No influence on international community in the short term. Print media pick-up of event not very good.  No follow-up lobbying.  

 

Jan Mohammad (SWABAC): Kabul (July 2010) 

Afghan government meant to increase confidence through the conference. Resulted in a united statement. This conference was the starting point between the relations 

between the civil society and the Afghan government.  AWN representatives and others given 5 min to present their statement. Submitted suggestions to the standing 

committees in the government.  

Strengths: Good consultation with civil society in AFG, showed that there is a strong civil society in Afghanistan and that the afghan civil society needs more support to 

effectively lobby AFG government. 

Weaknesses: Delays due to visa, lack of reach (GoA only attended one meeting due to Kabul bank crisis), just one NGO/CSO seat- caused lots of problems. 

 

 

 

Afifa Azim (AWN) – Role of women in the Peace Jirga (June 2010)  

Established steering committee for security and peace of 50 women from Kabul and provinces. Meetings with stake holders of Peace Jirga to establish aims, working 

processes, expectations among CS of the Peace Jirga. In the end 336 women participated in the Peace Jirga.  

Strengths/Successes: BBC2 radio used as awareness raising tool. Increased the number of women in High Peace Council (now 9 women in the Peace Council result of 

AWN advocacy work, 2 women from civil society). Used international community and media pressure in order to gain influence in the government.  

Weaknesses: Funding problems for reaching women in the provinces. There is a perceived problem of culture which is constructed. Women should not be presented as 

‘weak’. Afghan woman are able to engage with policy makers but this potential is not recognized.  

 

Additional ad hoc feedback from current/previous BAAG staff: 

 

Elizabeth Winter (BAAG) – Involvement in many civil society and inter- governmental conferences in Kabul and other capitals, in particular in facilitating the civil society 

input in Kabul in 2001 and in London 2006 and 2010 

The role of conferences in civil society development and advocacy was covered in my 2010 report (Page 50 in The Development of Civil Society in Afghanistan for LSE) and 

based on interviews with a variety of civil society actors in relation to various international conferences. Briefly – there was great skepticism about the benefit of the 

majority of them and concern that they were influenced by foreign agendas, there were a lack of time and resources to consult civil society in an effective way and 

therefore a lack of ownership.  Even when there had been more preparation time (2002 and 2006 Kabul and 2004 Berlin) and key messages had been transmitted nationally 
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and globally the outcomes were undermined by the lack of follow up.  Neither national nor international conferences were thought, by Afghans or internationals, to have 

had much impact on programmes or advocacy. However there was a feeling that they could and should be made to work, that Afghans were now capable of organizing 

their own conferences and that any foundations laid down at these events should be followed up and built on.  Recommendations included holding an annual civil society 

conference and/or a standing conference on civil society views so that there could be a continuous assessment in relation to reports, policy development and key messages 

so that they would be available when necessary. 

 

Informal follow-up to this report in 2012 came up with pretty similar conclusions.  However there have been further developments in civil society with new co-ordination 

mechanisms etc and it will be important to understand the current landscape. 

 

Verity Spence (BAAG Coordinator facilitating civil society voice into the London 2010 conference) 

It is vital that plans are made for the post-conference phase as this is in many ways more important than the pre-consultation. Buy in from GoA will be key; it has been 

tokenistic in the past. 

In 2010 BAAG had very little notice, it was the first time it had been done so comprehensively.  Verity’s major recommendations are that representation not be tokenistic 

and that time is allowed for follow up work so that responses are made to the decisions taken at the conference.  This is particularly important given the transition and post 

transition phases.  

 

 

Appendix:  Participating organizations.  

1. ACBAR – involved in numerous Donor Conferences 

2. UNAMA – involved in numerous Donor Conferences 

3. JVC (Japan International Volunteers Centre) – involved in the Tokyo 2012 conference 

4. VENRO (Association of German Development NGOs) – involved in the Bonn 2011 conference 

5. ACSFo (Afghanistan Civil Society Forum) – involved in numerous Donor Conferences 

6. Heinrich-Boll Foundation – involved in the Bonn 2011 conference 

7. BAAG – involved in the Kabul 2001, London 2006 and London 2010 conferences 
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